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Attention: Inquiry Secretary, Ms Jenny Mannering

Dear Ms Mannering,
As an UTAS Alumni, I am gravely concerned about the current situation at UTAS,
particularly the Sandy Bay Campus. My daughter is studying first-year Psychology at UTAS.
She is considering moving interstate next year due to the lack of a community
environment and the loss of face-to-face teaching in many of her subjects. All her friends
chose to move to mainland Universities this year. Is this perhaps why UTAS seems focused
more on its mature-aged students now?

I am concerned about the lack of consultation with Staff, the deliberate running down of
the buildings, the move to online teaching, and the general loss of the UTAS community
for students. Academic Staff have been poorly treated over many years and excluded from
decision-making. They have experienced a lack of academic freedom, independence and
autonomy, and many have left. All are disillusioned.

A University should be a place of learning, yes, but also a place where young people can
meet and grow, exchange ideas and interact. This is all being lost, and I fear that UTAS has
lost its direction as our Tasmanian centre of learning as it focuses on acquiring buildings
scattered throughout the city.

It has such a beautiful fit-for-purpose campus, with direct Metro bus services to the
University from both Glenorchy and Rosny (more than 30 buses per day) to ensure that
you don’t have to make the 20-minute walk from the CBD to the campus.

There are so many historical features on the Sandy Bay campus irreplaceable with this
proposed move. The Bray Bar at the Rugby Club, named after Professor Alan Bray, and the
Geology department with its precious sculptures and displays that cannot be moved are
just two that immediately spring to mind.

All that history will be lost, and I wonder how UTAS will survive with students leaving in
droves.

Finally, I am concerned about the lack of accountability to the community and the
government when making decisions and the belief of UTAS that they can sell off the Sandy
Bay Campus, which I believe was gifted to the University for educational purposes. How
can moving to a series of disjointed buildings scattered across the CBD be better for our
community than a fit-for-purpose campus close to the CBD, with beautiful established
green spaces, sports fields, parking, a horticultural centre, glasshouses and student
gathering spaces such as the Ref, Lazanbys and the centre ‘courtyard’ that runs through
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the centre of the campus?
 
Regards
Robyn
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